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In this paper we consider measurement error models when the observed random
vectors are independent and have mean vector and covariance matrix changing with
each observation. The asymptotic behavior of the sample mean vector and the
sample covariance matrix are studied for such models. Using the derived results, we
study the case of the elliptical multiplicative error-in-variables models, providing
formal justification for the asymptotic distribution of consistent slope parameter
estimators. The model considered extends a normal model previously considered in
the literature. Asymptotic relative efficiencies comparing several estimators are also
reported. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The additive functional and ultrastructural (Dolby, 1976) measurement
error models are characterized by the fact that the location parameters are
incidental parameters but the dispersion matrix is constant. This situation
can be represented by considering the observed data Z1, Z2, ..., as a
sequence of p-dimensional column random vectors with p-dimensional
column mean vectors m1, m2, ... and constant (p×p)-dimensional co-
variance matrix S, which we denote as Zk ’ (mk, S), k \ 1. In this case,
the asymptotic properties of the sample mean and covariance matrix,
namely,
Zb=
1
n
C
n
k=1
Zi and SZ=
1
n
C
n
i=1
(Zk−Zb)(Zk−Zb)Œ,
are studied in Arellano-Valle et al. (1996). The main object of this paper is
to consider the case where the covariance matrix also is an incidental
parameter, that is, the sequence of covariance matrices is represented by
the p×p matrices S1, S2, ..., so that Zk ’ (mk, Sk), k \ 1. As an special case
of such general models, we have the simple regression model where the
regressor is mixed with measurement error in a multiplicative form. Under
normality, this model has been considered by Nakamura (1990). Hwang
(1986), provides an example using data from the U.S. Department of
Energy related to househoold energy use. To maintain confidentiality, these
survey data are individually multiplied by some randomly selected numbers
prior to their publication. The published data are therefore not original
figures but are mixed with measurement error. Some other models and
applications are considered in Iturra et al. (1999). Section 2 revises results
presented in Arellano-Valle et al. (1996), although the results are presented
in an alternative and more compact way. Section 3 considers the asympto-
tic behavior of Zb and SZ under the case where both the mean vectors and
the covariance matrices are incidental parameters. Based on the main
results of Sections 2 and 3, we study in Section 4 the ultrastructural multi-
plicative measurement error model situation, where the covariance matrix
depends on the nuisance parameters that defines the regression equation.
This models extends the normal model considered in Nakamura (1990) to
the elliptical situation. A detailed study of consistency and asymptotic
normality of several predictors are considered. In particular, we propose,
under a special specification, the use of a ratio estimator (Chan and Mak,
1979), which is consistent and its computation is independent of model
parameters, making its use somewhat attractive. Asymptotic properties of
some estimators derived in Nakamura (1990) (under normality) and
Hwang (1986) (under idenpendence assumptions) are investigated within of
the elliptical family of distributions. Particularly, it is shown that these
estimators are not consistent under nonnormal structural elliptical models.
Asymptotic relative efficiencies of the predictors considered are reported.
As a byproduct of the results, it is shown that, under normality, the
consistent estimator derived in Nakamura (1990) is to be preferred to
the consistent ratio estimator in most of the cases. However, under the
Student-t multiplicative measurement error model the ratio estimator is
surprisingly robust with respect to changes in the degrees of freedom
parameter and, for small values of this parameter, is more efficient than a
consistent modification of Nakamura’s estimator.
2. CONSTANT POPULATION COVARIANCE MATRIX
In this section, we consider the situation where only the mean vector is
an incidental parameter, that is, it is allowed to change with each observa-
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tion. Thus, we consider the sequence Zk ’ (mk, S), k \ 1, with the following
assumptions:
(A1) ek=Zk−mk ’
iid (0, S), k \ 1;
(A2) there exists a vector m of dimension p×1 and a positive definite
matrix Sg of dimension p×p such that
`n (m¯−m)Q 0 and `n (Sg−Sg)Q 0,
as nQ., where m¯=n−1;nk=1 mk and Sg=n−1;nk=1 (mk− m¯)(mk− m¯)Œ;
(A3) L=Var[vech(e1e
−
1)] <..
Here, if A=[aij] is a n×p matrix, the notation vec(A) is used to denote
the (np)-dimensional column vector obtained by stacking the columns of A
one underneath (or below) the other. Moreover, when n=p the notation
vech(A) is used to refer the [p(p+1)/2]-dimensional column vector with
entries aij such that i \ j. Thus, if A is symmetric, then vech(A) contains
the p(p+1)/2 distinct aij, and also there exists a duplication matrix D of
dimension p2×[p(p+1)/2] such that D vech(A)=vec(A) or, equiva-
lently,D+ vec(A)=vech(A), whereD+=(DŒD)−1 DŒ.Finally, byKwedenote
the np×np comutation matrix such that vec(AŒ)=K vec(A). For additional
properties of the duplication and comutation matrices, see Magnus and
Neudecker (1988) and Graybill (1983). For example, we obtain certain
simplifications in some results by using that if n=p, then D+(I+K)=2D+.
The asymptotic behavior of Zb and SZ is considered next. The results
appear in Arellano-Valle et al. (1996).
Theorem 2.1. Under assumptions (A1) and (A2) it follows that, as
nQ.,
(i) Zb |0a.s. m and (ii) SZ |0
a.s.
S+Sg.
Theorem 2.2. Under assumptions (A1)–(A3) it follows that, as nQ.,
R `n (Zb−m)
`n vech(SZ−S−Sg)
S
0
d N1
2 p(p+3)
1R0
0
S , R S C
CŒ L+Lg
S2 ,
where C=E{e1[vech(e1e1)]Œ} and Lg=4D+(S é Sg) D+Œ, with D+ being
the corresponding duplication matrix.
The asymptotic covariance matrix given in the above theorem presents
simplifications over the original result in Arellano-Valle et al. (1996). Using
Theorem 2.2, Arellano-Valle et al. (1996) and Vilca-Labra et al. (1997)
studied the behavior of some consistent estimators of the slope parameter
under additive elliptical structural and functional models, respectively.
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3. NONCONSTANT POPULATION COVARIANCE MATRICES
In this section we extend the results given in the previous section for the
case where not only the mean vector, but also the covariance matrix is
allowed to change with each observation. Thus, we consider now that
Zk ’ (mk, Sk), k \ 1. Thus, instead assumptions (A1)–(A3) we consider the
following conditions:
(C1) ek=Zk−mk ’
ind (0, Sk), with Sk being positive definite, k \ 1;
(C2) there exists a vector m of dimension p×1 and positive definite
matrices S, Sg and U of dimensions p×p, p×p and p2×p2, respectively,
such that
`n (m¯−m)Q 0, `n (Sb−S)Q 0,
`n (Sg−Sg)Q 0, and `n (Ub−U)Q 0,
as nQ., where m¯=n−1;nk=1 mk, Sb=n−1;nk=1 Sk, Sg=n−1;nk=1 (mk− m¯)
(mk− m¯)Œ and Ub=n−1;nk=1 Uk, with Uk=Sk é (mk−m)(mk−m)Œ;
(C3) Lk=Var[vech(eke
−
k)] <., k\ 1, so that Ck=E{ek[vech(eke−k)]Œ}
<., k \ 1, and there exist matrices L (positive definite) and C of dimen-
sions [p(p+1)/2]×[p(p+1)/2] and p×[p(p+1)/2], respectively, such
that
L¯=
1
n
C
n
k=1
Lk Q L and Cb=
1
n
C
n
k=1
Ck Q C,
as nQ.;
(C4) there exist matrices D, Y of dimensions p×p2 and p2×
[p(p+1)/2], respectively, such that
D¯=
1
n
C
n
k=1
Dk Q D and Y¯=
1
n
C
n
k=1
Yk QY,
as nQ., where Dk=Sk é (mk−m)Œ and Yk=Ck é (mk−m);
(C5) for some d > 0, ek, k \ 1, have distributions with finite 4+d
moments.
In the next results, almost sure convergence and the asymptotic distribu-
tions of the sample mean vector Zb and the sample covariance matrix SZ are
considered. The proof of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are given in the
Appendix.
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Theorem 3.1. Under conditions (C1)–(C3) it follows that, as nQ.,
(i) Zb |0a.s. m and (ii) SZ |0
a.s.
S+Sg.
Theorem 3.2. Under conditions (C1)–(C5) it follows, as nQ., that
R `n (Zb−m)
`n vech(SZ−S−Sg)
S
0
d N1
2 p(p+3)
1R0
0
S , R S C+Cg
CŒ+C −g L+Lg
S2 ,
where Cg=2DD+Œ and Lg=4D+UD+Œ+2D+Y+2YŒD+Œ, with D, Y and U
as specified by conditions (C4) and (C2), respectively.
In the following, the above results are considered for studying the case of
a multiplicative measurement error model, where the covariance matrix of
the observed vector Zk depends in a natural way on the mean of the un-
observed variable (see Lemma 4.2 in Section 4). The results can also be
used for studing the case of the additive measurement models with hetero-
scedastic errors. For example, the case of the functional model where the
covariance matrix can be a function of the unobserved variable.
4. ELLIPTICAL MULTIPLICATIVE
ULTRASTRUCTURAL MODELS
In this section we consider the multiplicative measurement error model
specified by the equations (see, for example, Hwang, 1986 and Nakamura,
1990)
Yk=a+bxk+ek and Xk=xkuk,
k=1, ..., n, where Yk and Xk are observable random variables, xk, ek and
uk are unobservable random variables and a and b are unknown param-
eters. In order to study the asymptotic behavior of the sample mean vector
and sample covariance matrix of Zk=(Yk, Xk)Œ, k=1, ..., n, we note that
Zk can be written according to the equations defining the multiplicative
model given above as
Zk=Ra+aŒrkr −kArk S ,(4.1)
k=1, ..., n, where rk=(xk, ek, uk)Œ, a=(b, 1, 0)Œ, and
A=12 R0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0
S .
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We consider also the assumption that
rk ’
ind El3(gk, F; f),(4.2)
where Elp(g, F; f) denotes the p-dimensional elliptical distribution with
location vector g, dispersion matrix F and characteristic function f (see,
for example, Fang et al., 1990). Thus, we have that rk has mean vector gk
and covariance matrix G=afF, where af=−2fŒ(0), for which the second
moments are assumed to be finite. Moreover, it is assumed that
gk=(mk, 0, 1)Œ and G=diag(s2x, s2e , s2u),(4.3)
with diag(a1, ..., ak) meaning diagonal matrix with diagonal elements
a1, ..., ak, and we consider only those elliptical distributions which satisfy
E[||tk ||2(4+d)] <.,(4.4)
k=1, ..., n, for some d > 0, where tk=F−
1
2(rk−gk) ’ Elp(0, I; f) and
||tk ||=(tkt
−
k)
1/2. Thus, we have that Zk ’
ind (mk, Sk), k=1, ..., n, where, as in
the previous section, mk=E[Zk] and Sk=Var[Zk]. The model given by
(4.1)–(4.2) with the assumption (4.3) is called here the ultrastructural
elliptical multiplicative model.
Some preliminary results related to elliptical distributions are presented
next, which are used to obtain the asymptotic properties of Zb and SZ under
the elliptical multiplicative model defined above.
Lemma 4.1. Let t ’ Elp(0, I; f), such that E[||t||2m] <.. Then,
E 5Dm
i=1
(tŒAit)6=(om+1) amfE 5Dm
i=1
(t −gAitg)6 ,
where tg ’Np(0, I), af=−2fŒ(0) and om={f (m)(0)/(fŒ(0))m}−1 are
moment parameters, with o1=0 and o2=o being the kurthosis parameter.
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that ||t|| and t/||t|| are indepen-
dent and by using the fact that t/||t|| and tg/||tg || are identically distributed
and E[||t||2m]=(om+1) a
m
fE[||tg ||
2m] (see Fang et al., 1990; and Berkane
and Bentler, 1987).
General expressions of the moments E[<mi=1 (t −gAitg)] are given in
Graybill (1983, cp.10) for m=1, 2, 3. For m \ 4, see Arellano-Valle and
Bolfarine (1996).
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Lemma 4.2. Under the elliptical model given by (4.1)–(4.3), we have that
mk=Ra+bmk
mk
S and Sk=Rb2s2x+s2e bs2x
bs2x (o+1) s
2
xs
2
u+s
2
x+m
2
ks
2
u
S .
k=1, ..., n.
Proof. Let tk=F−1/2(rk−gk). Then
Zk=R a+aŒgk+cŒtk
g −kAgk+d
−
ktk+t
−
kBtk
S ,
where c=F1/2a, dk=2F1/2Agk, B=F1/2AF1/2, and tk ’ Elp(0, I; f), since
rk ’ Elp(gk, F; f). Let Uk=cŒtk, Vk=fd −ktk and Wk=t −kBtk. Clearly,
E[Uk]=E[Vk]=0 and E[UkWk]=E[VkWk]=0, so that (Uk, Vk) and Wk
are uncorrelated. From (4.3) it follows also that E[Wk]=tr(AG)=0.
Thus, E[Zk]=(a+aŒgk, g −kAgk)Œ=(a+bmk, mk). Similarly, since
Var[Zk]=R E[U2k] E[UkVk]E[UkVk] E[W2k]+E[V2k]S ,
where E[U 2k]=a
−
kGak=b
2s 2x+s
2
e , E[V
2
k]=4g
−
kAŒGAgk=s 2x+m 2ks 2u ,
E[UkVk]=2a
−
kGAgk=bs
2
x and, from Lemma 4.1 and considering the
results given in Graybill (1983, Chap. 10) for the normal model, it follows
that E[W2k]=2(o+1) tr{(AG)
2}=(o+1) s2xs
2
u, concluding thus the proof.
Alternatively, since tk=(txk, tek, tuk)Œ, then the moments of (Uk, Vk, Wk)
can be obtained by using the Lemma 4.1 together with the fact that
a1/2f Uk=bsxtxk+setek, a
1/2
f Vk=sxtxk+mksutuk and afWk=sxsutxktuk, and
by considering the fact that, under normality, txk, tek and txk are i.i.d.
N(0, 1).
Remark 4.1. Notice from the proof of Lemma 4.2 that the result
obtained for the mean vector mk does not depend of the assumption (4.2).
Lemma 4.3. Consider now the model defined by (4.1)–(4.3). Let us
Lk=Var[vech(eke
−
k)] and Ck=E{ek[vech(eke
−
k)]Œ}, where ek=Zk−mk,
and suppose that o4 <., which is holds if E[||tk ||8] <., where tk=
F−1/2(rk−gk) ’ El3(0, I; f). Then
Ck=2(o+1) mks
2
xs
2
u
R0 0 b
0 b 3
S ,
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and the matrix Lk has entries l
k
ij=l
k
ji, i, j=1, 2, 3, given by
lk11=(3o+2)(b
2s2x+s
2
e)
2, lk12=(3o+2)(b
2s2x+s
2
e) bs
2
x,
lk13=(3o3−o+2) b
2s4xs
2
u+(o3−o) s
2
xs
2
es
2
u+(3o+2) b
2s4x
+o[s2xs
2
e+(b
2s2x+s
2
e) m
2
ks
2
u],
lk22=(o3+1)(3b
2s2x+s
2
e) s
2
xs
2
u+(3o+2) b
2s4x
+(o+1)[s2xs
2
e+(b
2s2x+s
2
e) m
2
ks
2
u],
lk23=(9o3−o+8) bs
4
xs
2
u+(3o+2) bs
2
x(s
2
x+m
2
ks
2
u),
lk33=(9o4−o
2−2o+8) s4xs
4
u+2(9o3−o+8) s
2
xs
2
u(s
2
x+m
2
ks
2
u)
+(3o+2)(s2x+m
2
ks
2
u)
2.
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 4.2, it follows that
ek=R cŒtkd −ktk+t −kBtk S=R UkVk+Wk S .
Thus, we have that
vech(eke
−
k)=(U
2
k, Uk(Vk+Wk), (Vk+Wk)
2)Œ,
so that
Ck=R E[U3k] E[U2k(Vk+Wk)] E[Uk(Vk+Wk)2]E[U2k(Vk+Wk)] E[Uk(Vk+Wk)2] E[(Vk+Wk)3] S .
Similarly,
lk11=Var[U
2
k], l
k
12=l
k
21=Cov[U
2
k, Uk(Vk+Wk)],
lk13=l
k
31=Cov[U
2
k, (Vk+Wk)
2], lk22=Var[Uk(Vk+Wk)],
lk23=l
k
32=Cov[Uk(Vk+Wk), (Vk+Wk)
2], lk33=Var[(Vk+Wk)
2].
Thus, the proof follows from the fact that tk has symmetric distribution
and by using the Lemma 4.1 and the results given by Graybill (1983,
Chap. 10) for the normal model.
Alternatively, noting that ek=RTk, where Tk=(Uk, Vk, Wk)Œ and
R=R1 0 0
0 1 1
S ,
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the above matrices can be also computed by writing
Ck=RE[(TkT
−
k) é T −k](R é R)Œ D+Œ and
Lk=D+(R é R) Var[Tk é Tk](R é R)Œ D+Œ,
with D+ as in Section 2.
Asymptotic results related to the random quantities
Zb=R Y¯
X¯
S and SZ=R S2Y SYXSYX S2X S ,
are presented next, for which we assume also the following conditions on
the incidental parameter sequence mk=E[xk], k=1, 2, ... . There exists
values m, m2g, m3g, and m4g such that
`n (m¯−m)Q 0 and `n (Sif−mif)Q 0, i=2, 3, 4,(4.5)
where m¯=n−1;nk=1 mk, and Sif=n−1;nk=1 (mk− m¯) i, i=2, 3, 4.
Theorem 4.1. Under the elliptical model (4.1)–(4.4) with the assumption
(4.5), it follows, as nQ., that
Zb=R Y¯
X¯
S
|0
a.s.
m, SZ=R S2Y SYXSYX S2X S|0a.s. S+Sg
and
R `n (Zb−m)
`n vech(SZ−S−Sg)
S
0
d N5 1R00S , R S C+CgCŒ+C −g L+Lg S2 ,
where m=(a+bm, m)Œ,
S+Sg=Rb2s2x+s2e bs2x
bs2x (o+1) s
2
xs
2
u+s
2
x+(m2g+m
2) s2u
S+m2g Rb2 b
b 1
S ,
C+Cg=2(o+1) ms
2
xs
2
u
R0 0 b
0 b 3
S+(m3g+2mm2g) s2u R0 0 00 b 2S
and the matrix L+Lg has entries lij+l
g
ij, with lij=lji and l
g
ij=l
g
ji,
i, j=1, 2, 3, which are given by
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l11=(3o+2)(b2s
2
x+s
2
e)
2, l12=(3o+2)(b2s
2
x+s
2
e) bs
2
x,
l13=(3o3−o+2) b2s
4
xs
2
u+(o3−o) s
2
xs
2
es
2
u+(3o+2) b
2s4x
+o[s2xs
2
e+(b
2s2x+s
2
e)(m2g+m
2) s2u],
l22=(o3+1)(3b2s
2
x+s
2
e) s
2
xs
2
u+(3o+2) b
2s4x
+(o+1)[s2xs
2
e+(b
2s2x+s
2
e)(m2g+m
2) s2u],
l23=(9o3−o+8) bs
4
xs
2
u+(3o+2) bs
2
x[s
2
x+(m2g+m
2) s2u],
l33=(9o4−o2−2o+8) s
4
xs
4
u+2(9o3−o+8) s
2
xs
2
u[s
2
x+(m2g+m
2) s2u]
+(3o+2)[s4x+2(m2g+m
2) s2xs
2
u+(m4g+4m3gm+6m2gm
2+m4) s4u]
and
lg11=4m2gb
2(b2s2x+s
2
e), l
g
12=2m2gb(2b
2s2x+s
2
e),
lg13=4m2gb
2s2x[1+(o+1) s
2
u],
lg22=m2gb
2s2x[4+5(o+1) s
2
u]+m2gs
2
e+b
2s2u[m4g+2mm3g+m
2m2g],
lg23=2m2gbs
2
x[2+7(o+1) s
2
u]+2bs
2
u[m4g+2mm3g+m
2m2g],
lg33=4m2gs
2
x[1+7(o+1) s
2
u]+4s
2
u[m4g+2mm3g+m
2m2g].
Proof. It is clear, from (4.1)–(4.3), that Zk ’
ind (mk, Sk), k=1, ..., n,
where mk and Sk are given in Lemma 4.2 and can be written as
mk=a e1+mk b and Sk=S+[(mk−m)2+2m(mk−m)−m2g] s
2
u e2e
−
2,
where b=(b, 1)Œ, e1=(1, 0)Œ, e2=(0, 1)Œ and
S=s2x bbŒ+s2e e1e −1+[(o+1) s2x+m2g+m2] s2u e2e −2.
Thus, condition (C1) is satisfyied. Moreover, since m=a e1+mb and
Sg=m2g bbŒ it follows, from (4.5), that `n (m¯−m)=b`n (m¯−m)Q 0,
`n (Sg−Sg)=bbŒ `n (S2g−m2g)Q 0, and`n (Sb−S)=s2u e2e −2 `n (S2g+
2m(m¯−m)−m2g)Q 0, as nQ.. Furthermore, since
Uk=(mk−m)2 S é (bbŒ)
+[(mk−m)4+2m(mk−m)3−m2g(mk−m)2] s
2
u (e2e
−
2) é (bbŒ),
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it follows from (4.5) that`n (Ub−U)Q 0, as nQ., where
U=m2g S é (bbŒ)+(m4g+2mm3g−m22g) s2u (e2e −2) é (bbŒ).
Thus, condition (C2) is also satisfyied. Now, (4.4) implies that the matrix
Ck and Lk, which are given in Lemma 4.3, have finite entries. Thus, from
Lemma 4.3 and from (4.5) we have that Cb=2(o+1) m¯s2xs
2
u C Q 2(o+1)
ms2xs
2
u C=C, with
C=R0 0 b
0 b 3
S ,
and L¯=[l¯ij]Q [lij]=L, as nQ., so that condition (C3) is also verified.
Similarly, by using that
Dk=(mk−m) S é bŒ+[(mk−m)3+2m(mk−m)2−m2g(mk−m)] s2u (e2e −2) é bŒ
and
Yk=2(o+1)[(mk−m)2+m(mk−m)] s
2
xs
2
u C é b,
it follows that (C4) is also verified as consequence of (4.5), with
D=(m3g+2m2gm) s
2
u (e2e
−
2) é bŒ and Y=2(o+1) m2gs2us2x C é b
so that
Cg=2(m3g+2mm2g) s
2
u [(e2e
−
2) é bŒ] D+Œ
and
Lg=4D+{m2g S é (bbŒ)+(m4g+2m3gm−m22g) s2u (e2e −2) é (bbŒ)} D+Œ
+4(o+1) m2gs
2
xs
2
u{D
+(C é b)+(CŒ é bŒ) D+Œ},
where
D+=12 R2 0 0 00 1 1 0
0 0 0 2
S .
Finally, condition (C5) is a consequence of (4.4). Thus, the results follow
from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2.
Remark 4.2. Notice that if mk=mx, k=1, ..., n, so that m=mx and
mig=0, i=2, 3, 4, then the structural multiplicative model follows. If
s2x=0, that is, mk=xk, k=1, ..., n, then the functional multiplicative
model follows.
Hwang (1986) derived a consistent estimator of b under the structural
multiplicative model by assuming that the random errors ek and uk and the
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non-observed variable xk are independent. Moreover, he assumed that the
variance parameter s2u is known. The same estimator is obtained in
Nakamura (1990) for the normal structural model. Thus, a corrected
version of the least squared estimator (that is, the naive estimator) is
obtained by Hwang (1986) and Nakamura (1990), which is given by
bˆC1=(1+s
2
u)
SYX+Y¯X¯
S2X+X¯
2 ,(4.6)
when a=0, and by
bˆC2=(1+s
2
u)
SYX
S2X−s
2
uX¯
2 ,(4.7)
when a is unknown. As shown below, these corrected estimators are also
consistent in the functional case without the condition that ek and uk are
independent. One needs the condition that ek and uk are uncorrelated only.
However, these estimators are not consistent in the structural case when ek,
uk and xk are dependent, but uncorrelated. According to Bolfarine and
Arellano-Valle (1998) within the class of elliptical distributions considered
here, independence between ek, uk and xk implies normallity, so that om
=0, m \ 1. Next we derive some estimators of b by considering different
assumptions about the nuisance parameters, which are consistent under
both situations, the structural multiplicative model and the functional
multiplicative model.
Theorem 4.2. Let us consider the elliptical multiplicative model defined
by (4.1)–(4.4) and the assumption (4.5). Then, if s2x+m2g > 0 it follows, as
nQ., that:
(i) if a=0,
Y¯
X¯
|0
a.s.
b and
SYX+Y¯X¯
S2X+(1+d)X¯
2 |0
a.s. c1b;
(ii) if a is unknown,
SYX
S2X−s
2
uX¯
2 |0
a.s. c2b and
S2Y−s
2
e
SYX
|0
a.s.
b;
where
c1=
s2x+m2g+m
2
D+(1+d) m2
and c2=
s2x+m2g
D−s2um
2 ,
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with D=(o+1) s2xs
2
u+s
2
x+(m2g+m
2) s2u+m2g and d being an appropiate
constant.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.1 and by using the fact that
g(Zb, SZ)|0
a.s. g(m, S+Sg) for any (amost surely) continuous function g of
(Zb, SZ).
It follows from Theorem 4.2 that if a=0, then even without any distri-
butional assumptions except the condition given in (4.3) (see Remark 4.1),
a consistent estimator of b is given by
bˆR=
Y¯
X¯
.
From Theorem 4.2 it follows also that if a is unknown, then we need an
additional condition to obtain consistents estimaters of b. For instance, if
we consider the condition that s2e is known, then a consistent estimator of
b is given by
bˆM=
S2Y−s
2
e
SYX
.
These estimators are consistent under the functional and structural situa-
tions and also under additive elliptical measurement error models.
For s2u known we have the following result, where it is assumed that the
kurthosis parameter o is known. We consider also that d=0 for the
functional model and d=os2u for structural model, so that
c−1i =1+s
2
u, i=1, 2,
for the functional case, and
c−1i =1+(o+1) s
2
u, i=1, 2,
for the structural case. Note that if o=0, then these factors are the same
for both, the functional and structural models, and correspond to factors
involved in the estimators defined in (4.6) and (4.7), which are called here
the corrected estimators.
Corollary 4.1. Let
bˆ1=c
−1
1
SYX+Y¯X¯
S2X+(1+d) X¯
2 and bˆ2=c
−1
2
SYX
S2X−s
2
uX¯
2 .
Then, under conditions of Theorem 4.2 with s2u being known, it follows, as
nQ., that bˆ1 |0a.s. b if a=0 and bˆ2 |0a.s. b if a is unknown.
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From Corollary 4.1, it can be observed that:
(i) under the functional case, bˆCi=bˆi, i=1, 2, so that the corrected
estimators are consistent for b;
(ii) under the structural case, bˆCi=bˆi, i=1, 2, if and only if o=0,
say under the normal model. Thus, for o ] 0 the corrected estimators are
not consistent for b. In this case, we can be use the consistent estimator
given by
bˆ1=[1+(o+1) s
2
u]
SYX+Y¯X¯
S2X+(1+os
2
u)X¯
2 and
bˆ2=[1+(o+1) s
2
u]
SYX
S2X−s
2
uX¯
2 .
In the following, asymptotic distributions related to consistent estimators
of b are derived.
Theorem 4.3. Let us consider the elliptical multiplicative model defined
by (4.1)–(4.4) and the assumption (4.5). Then, provided s2x+m2g > 0 it
follows, as nQ., that:
(i) if a=0, then
`n (bˆR−b)0d N(0, DR) and `n (bˆ1−b)0d N(0, D1);
(ii) if a is unknown, then
`n (bˆ2−b)0d N(0, D2) and `n (bˆM−b)0d N(0, DM);
where
DR=
s2e+b
2[D−(s2x+m2g)]
m2
,
D1=
m2(b2s2x+s
2
e)+l22+l
g
22
(s2x+m2g+m
2)2
+
m2b2[D−(1+d)(2s2x+2m2g−m
2)]2 (D−m2g)
(D+(1+d) m2)2 (s2x+m2g+m
2)2
+
2mb2[D−(1+d)(2s2x+2m2g−m
2)]
×[ms2x+2(o+1) ms
2
xs
2
u+(m3g+2m2gm) s
2
u]
(D+(1+d) m2)(s2x+m2g+m
2)2
−
4mb2s2u[D−(1+d)(2s
2
x+2dm2g−m
2)][3(o+1) ms2x+m3g+2m2gm
2)]
(D+(1+d) m2)2 (s2x+m2g+m
2)
−
4(o+1) m2b2s2xs
2
u+2b(l23+l
g
23)
(D+(1+d) m2)(s2x+m2g+m
2)
+
b2(l33+l
g
33)
(D+(1+d) m2)2
,
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D2=
4m2b2s2u(D−m2g)−8mb
2s4u[3(o+1) ms
2
x+m3g+2m2gm
2]+b2(l33+l
g
33)
(D−m2s2u)
2
+
4mb2s2u[2(o+1) ms
2
x+m3g+2m2gm
2]−2b(l23+l
g
23)
(D−m2s2u)(s
2
x+m2g)
+
l22+l
g
22
(s2x+m2g)
2 ,
and
DM=
l11+l
g
11
b2(s2x+m2g)
2−
2(l12+l
g
12)
b(s2x+m2g)
2+
l22+l
g
22
(s2x+m2g)
2 ,
with d=0, for the fuctional case and d=os2u for the structural case,
D being as in Theorem 4.2 and lij and l
g
ij i, j=1, 2, 3, being as in
Theorem 4.1.
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 4.1 and by using de delta
method, after lengthy algebraic manipulations.
From Theorem 4.3, expressions for the asymptotic distributions for the
functional and structural situations follows by setting s2x=0 and mig=0,
i=2, 3, 4, respectively (see Remark 4.2). In particular, for the structural
normal model (Remark 4.2 with o=0) we have that
D1=
s2e(s
2
u+1)
s2x+m
2
x
+
b2s2u(s
4
u+1)(3s
4
x+12mxs
2
x−6m
2
xs
2
x+m
4
x)
(s2x+m
2
x)
2 (s2u+1)
2
and
D2=
s2e[s
2
x+s
2
u(s
2
x+m
2
x)]+m
2
xb
2s2u(s
2
x+m
2
x)
s4x
+
2mxb2s
2
u(s
2
u−1)(3s
2
x+m
3
x)
s4x(s
2
u+1)
+
b2(s4u+1)(3s
4
x+12mxs
2
x−6m
2
xs
2
x+m
4
x)
s4x(s
2
u+1)
2 ,
which coincides with the corresponding results given in Hwang (1986) and
Nakamura (1990). Similarly, for the structural normal model,
DR=
s2e+b
2s2u(s
2
x+m
2
x)
m2x
and
DM=
2(b2s2x+s
2
e)
2
b2s4x
+
s2u(3b
2s2x+s
2
e)−(2b
2s2x+3s
2
e)
s2x
+
m2xs
2
u(b
2s2x+s
2
e)
s4x
.
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Notice, for example, that if mx=s
2
e=s
2
x=s
2
u=1, then it follows that:
DR=1+2b2, D1=1+1.25b2, D2=3+7b2 and DM=b−2(4b4+3b2+2), so
that, in this case, the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of bˆ1 with
respect to bˆR is given by
ARE(bˆ1, bˆR)=
1+2b2
1+1.25b2
,
which is always greater than one, that is, bˆ1 is always more efficient than
bˆR for all b ] 0. This seems to be the case for most combinations of the
model parameters. Moreover, if |mx | is much larger than the other param-
eters, then ARE(bˆ1, bˆR) % (s2u+1)2/(s4u+1), which is also greater than
one. Similarly, for the special case considered,
ARE(bˆ2, bˆM)=
3+7b2
b−2(4b4+3b2+2)
,
which is greater than one, so that bˆM is more efficient than bˆ2 for all b ] 0.
On the other hand, consistent estimators for the asymptotic variances
corresponding to the structural case, can also be obtained from the results
given in Theorem 4.1. For example, under the assumption that s2u is
known, we can be use that
mˆx=X¯, sˆ
2
x=
S2X−s
2
uX¯
2
1+(o+1) s2u
and sˆ2e=max{0, S
2
Y− bˆ
2
2sˆ
2
x}
are consistent estimators of mx, s
2
x and s
2
e , respectively. For the functional
case (mk=xk, k=1, ..., n), we need also consistent estimates to the param-
eters defined in (4.5) by
mmg= lim
nQ.
1
n
C
n
i=1
(xi−x¯)m=C
m
j=0
Rm
j
S (−1)m−j njnm−j1 ,
m=2, 3, 4, where n0=1 and
nj= lim
nQ.
1
n
C
n
i=1
x ji=
1
E[u j1]
lim
nQ.
1
n
C
n
i=1
E[X ji],
j=1, 2, 3, 4, with n1=m, which can be estimated consistently by consid-
ering the sample moments n−1;ní=1 Xmi , m=1, 2, 3, 4, and by assuming
that the moments E[um1 ], m=1, 2, 3, 4, are finite and known. For example,
a consistent estimator for m2g=n2− n
2
1 is given by
mˆ2g=
1
1+s2u
1
n
C
n
i=1
X2i −X¯
2=
S2X−s
2
uX¯
2
1+s2u
.
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5. THE STUDENT-tMODEL
To compute asymptotic relative efficiencies for elliptical other than
normal models it is necessary to evaluate the kurthosis parameters o=o2,
o3 and o4. We present some comparisons for the structural Student-t
model, for which we have that
o2+1=
n−2
n−4
, o3+1=(o2+1)
n−2
n−6
, o4+1=(o3+1)
n−2
n−8
.
To obtain this result, we note from Lemma 4.1 that (see also Berkane and
Bentler, 1987)
om+1=
1
amf
E[||t||2m]
p(p+2) · · · (p+2m−2)
,
where t ’ Elp(0, Ip; f). In particular, if t ’ tp(0, In; n) (the spherical
p-dimensional Student-t distribution with n degrees of freedom), then
||t||2 ’ nFn, n (the Fisher-F distribution with n and n degrees of freedom) and
af=n/(n−2), n > 2 (see Fang et al., 1990).
The asymptotic variances and asymptotic relative efficiencies are com-
puted for the following situation:
s2e=s
2
x=s
2
u=b=mx=1, n=10, 20, 30, 50.(5.1)
Table I presents values of the lambdas given in Theorem 4.2, which are
used in the derivations of the asymptotic variances.
Table II presents the asymptotic variances and asymptotic relative effi-
ciencies of the estimators b˜1 and bˆR and bˆ2 and bˆM for the structural
Student-t model with parameter values given in (5.1). This table also shows
that the asymptotic variance of bˆR is insensitive to changes in the degrees
of freedom parameter.
TABLE I
Values of Lambdas Given in Theorem 4.1
n 10 20 30 50 .
l11 12.0 9.5 8.9 8.5 8.0
l12 6.0 4.8 4.5 4.3 4.0
l13 12.0 6.3 5.3 5.1 4.0
l22 17.7 11.6 10.5 9.8 9.0
l23 28.7 16.7 14.7 13.5 12.0
l33 188.9 75.3 63.0 56.0 48.0
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TABLE II
ARE for the Student-tModel
n 10 20 30 59 .
D˜1 6.88 3.12 2.74 2.50 2.25
DR 3.33 3.13 3.08 3.04 3.0
D2 29.0 13.5 12.2 11.04 10.0
DM 17.7 11.5 10.4 9.8 9.0
ARE(bˆ1, bˆR) 0.49 0.99 1.11 1.21 1.33
ARE(bˆ2, bˆM) 1.70 1.18 1.17 1.13 1.11
APPENDIX
The proofs of Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 are presented in the sequel.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Notice first that Zb=e¯+m¯, where m¯=n−1;nk=1 mk
and e¯=n−1;nk=1 ek, with ek=(ek1, ..., ekp)Œ ’ind (0, Sk), k \ 1, and Sk=
((skij)), which follows from condition (C1). Thus, from the first condition
in (C2) we have that m¯Q m, as nQ.. Moreover, according to Gleser
(1981), it can be shown from the Abel’s partial summation that the second
condition in (C2) implies that ;.k=1 k−2 Var(eki)=;.k=1 k−2skii <.,
i=1, ..., p. Thus, Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers implies that
e¯|0
a.s. 0, as nQ., which proves (i). To prove (ii) note that we can write
SZ=
1
n
C
n
i=1
eke
−
k+
1
n
C
n
k=1
[(mk−m) e
−
k+ek(mk−m)Œ]
+
1
n
C
n
k=1
(mk−m)(mk−m)Œ−(Zb−m)(Zb−m)Œ.
Since the random matrices eke
−
k, k \ 1, are independent with
E[eke
−
k]=Sk and Var[vech(eke
−
k)]=Lk=((l
k
ij)),
then from (C3) it follows that ;.k=1 k−2lkii <., i=1, ..., p(p+1)/2. Thus,
Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers implies that n−1;nk=1 [eke −k−Sk]
|0
a.s. 0, as nQ., which in conjunction with (C2) implies that
n−1;nk=1 eke −k |0a.s. S, as nQ.. Similarly, since
E[(mk−m) e
−
k+ek(mk−m)Œ]=0
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and (see Graybill, 1983; and Magnus and Neudecker, 1988)
Var[vech{(mk−m) e
−
k+ek(mk−m)Œ}]=4D+UkD+Œ,
where Uk=Sk é (mk−m)(mk−m)Œ, then from (C2) and Kolmogorov’s
strong law of large numbers it follows that n−1;nk=1 [(mk−m) e −k
+ek(mk−m)Œ]|0a.s. 0, as nQ.. Moreover, using (C2) we have that
n−1;.k=1 (mk−m)(mk−m)ŒQ Sg, as nQ.. Finally, the result (i) concludes
the proof.
To prove Theorem 3.2, we need also the following lemma.
Lemma A.1. Under conditions (C1)–(C5) it follows, as nQ., that
`n (Zb−m)0d Np(0, S).
Proof. Note that
`n (Zb−m)=`n e¯+R1, n,(A.1)
where R1, n=`n (m¯−m)0P 0, as nQ., which it follows from the first
condition in (C2). From (C1) and (C2) it follows also that
Var(`n e¯)=n−1;nk=1 Sk, Q S.Moreover, (C3) implies that
max
1 [ k [ n
max
1 [ j [ n
E[|ekj |2+d] <.,
for some d > 0, so that the Liapunov’s condition holds. Thus, the proof
follows from the Liapunov’s and Slutsky’s theorems.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let Wb=n−1;nk=1 Wk, where Wk=eke −k−Sk+
(mk−m) e
−
k+ek(mk−m)Œ. Then, we have that `n (SZ−S−Sg)=`nWb
+R2, n, where R2, n=`n (Sb−S)+`n (Sg−Sg)+`n (m¯−m)(m¯−m)Œ−
`n (Zb−m)(Zb−m)Œ. Conditions (C2) and Lemma A.1 imply that
vech(R2, n)0
P 0, as nQ.. Thus, considering also (A.1), we have that
{`n (Zb−m),`n vech(SZ−S−Sg)} and {`n e¯,`n vech(Wb )} are asymp-
totically identically distributed. Now, we note that the random vectors
Vk=(e
−
k, vech(Wk)Œ)Œ, k \ 1, are independents with E[Vk]=0 and
Var[Vk]=Wk <., where
Wk=R Sk Ck+Cg, k
C −k+C
−
−, k Lk+Lg, k
S ,
C−, k=Cov[ek, vech{(mk−m)e
−
k+ek(mk−m)Œ}]=2DkD+Œ
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and
L−, k=Var[vech{(mk−m) e
−
k+ek(mk−m)Œ}]
+Cov[vech(eke
−
k), vech{(mk−m) e
−
k+ek(mk−m)Œ}]
+Cov[vech{(mk−m) e
−
k+ek(mk−m)Œ}, vech(eke −k)]
=4D+UkD+Œ+2D+Yk+2Y
−
kD
+Œ
(see Graybill, 1983; and Magnus and Neudecker, 1988), with Dk, Yk and
Uk as defined in conditions (C4) and (C2), respectively. Thus, from condi-
tions (C2), (C3), and (C4) it follows that Var(`n Vb)=n−1;nk=1 Wk, QW,
as nQ., with
W=R S C+Cg
CŒ+C −g L+Lg
S ,
where Cg=2DD+Œ and Lg=4D+UD+Œ+2D+Y+2YŒD+Œ, with D, Y and U
as specified by conditions (C4) and (C2), respectively. Moreover, condition
(C5) implies that
max
1 [ k [ n
max
1 [ j [ n
E[|Vkj |2+d] <.,
for some d > 0. Thus, using Liapunov’s condition, it follows that
`n Vb 0d N1
2 p(p+3)
(0, W),
as nQ., which concludes the proof.
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